New sideband partners of the yrast bands built on the ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 configuration were identified in 55 Cs, 57 La, and 61 Pm N 75 isotones of 134 Pr. These bands form with 134 Pr unique doublet-band systematics suggesting a common basis. Aplanar solutions of 3D tilted axis cranking calculations for triaxial shapes define left-and right-handed chiral systems out of the three angular momenta provided by the valence particles and the core rotation, which leads to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and the doublet bands. Small energy differences between the doublet bands suggest collective chiral vibrations.
Static chirality exists in molecules composed of four different atoms and is common for biological and pharmaceutical molecules with important consequences. In particle physics, chirality is a dynamic property which distinguishes for massless fermions the parallel or antiparallel orientation of spin and momentum. Intriguing nuclear structure effects associated with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking have been predicted recently from angular momentum coupling considerations in odd-odd nuclei having triaxial shapes [1] . These predictions relate to configurations where the angular momenta of the valence proton, the valence neutron, and the core rotation are mutually perpendicular. This can occur when the Fermi level is located in the lower part of a valence proton high-j subshell resulting in its angular momentum oriented along the short axis of the triaxial core and in the upper part of a valence neutron high-j subshell with its angular momentum aligned with the long axis. These orientations maximize the overlap of the valenceparticle wave functions with the triaxial nuclear shape, minimizing the interaction energy. The angular momentum of the rotating core itself is oriented along the intermediate axis because it has the largest moment of inertia for irrotational-like flow [2] , which minimizes the rotational energy. These three mutually perpendicular angular momenta can be arranged to form two systems which differ by intrinsic chirality, a left-and a right-handed system; they are related by the chiral operator which combines time reversal and rotation by 180 ± , TR y ͑p͒. When chiral symmetry is thus broken in the body-fixed frame, the restoration of the symmetry in the lab frame is manifest as degenerate doublet DI 1 bands from the doubling of states [1] .
It has been suggested that such chiral effects might be observed in transitional A ϳ 130 nuclei, which are known to be susceptible to triaxial deformation (see Ref. [1] increases in going up from the bandhead, the total angular momentum I moves away from the l-s plane becoming aplanar and changing direction slightly for each band member. The two orientations of R, when coupled to the angular momenta of the valence nucleons, make up the left-and right-handed systems shown in Fig. 1 , which differ by intrinsic chirality, and thus infer the breaking of chiral symmetry in the body-fixed frame. The required restoration of chiral symmetry for the lab frame yields the nearly degenerate doublet bands from the doubling of the spin-I band members. Detailed microscopic calculations have been carried out for 134 Pr using a 3D tilted axis cranking (TAC) approach [4] . The results confirm the assumptions of the model study [1] described above, namely, that the nucleus is triaxial and that R tends to be oriented along the (i) axis. Stable chiral solutions were found in the frequency interval 0.20 #hv # 0.45 MeV.
In the current work, similar sidebands have been discovered in the 130 Cs, 132 La, and 136 Pm isotones of 134 Pr with almost identical DI 1 energy spacings vs I as the yrast partner bands but displaced modestly in energy from the respective yrast bands. These observed systematic properties of the remarkably similar doublet DI 1 bands in the four N 75 odd-odd isotones strongly suggest a common underlying physics interpretation, namely, that they are remnant structures related to the restoration of chiral symmetry broken in the body-fixed frame. An energy difference between the doublet bands indicates a weakening of the chiral symmetry breaking; we suggest that a lack of near degeneracy for the doublet bands implies a novel collective chiral vibration.
Coincidence [6] , and for 136 Pm [7] . Figure 2 also includes the relevant data on 134 Pr from Ref. [3] . Angular correlations of g rays from the current coincidence (620 ns) data uniquely identify from timing considerations that the transitions linking the sidebands and the ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 yrast bands in 130 Cs, 132 La, and 136 Pm are of DI 1 mixed M1͞E2 character. This yields positive parity for the sidebands and the spin information shown in Fig. 2 . These techniques provide relative spin assignments only; it should be stressed, however, that relative spins are sufficient for addressing chiral symmetry. The systematic patterns of the energy levels in the sidebands and the ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 yrast bands observed in the N 75 isotones favor the spin information shown in Fig. 2 I 9h proposed in Ref. [8] for all four isotones. The even-and odd-spin members of the four sidebands are nearly perfectly interleaved as in the yrast bands, revealing the energy spacing similarity between the doublet bands (the splitting is not discussed using signatures, which are not good quantum numbers for triaxial aplanar TAC). The sidebands, however, are displaced modestly in energy from the yrast bands. Fig. 3 .
The existence of the mixed M1͞E2 links between the doublet bands implies that the sidebands are built on the same ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 configuration as the yrast band. Indeed, other low-lying positive-parity configurations in odd-odd nuclei in the A ϳ 130 region must involve both a positive-parity proton and a positive-parity neutron orbital. The selection rules for the M1 and E2 operators yield vanishing matrix elements between such configurations and the yrast ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 configuration. As a consequence, the links should be strongly hindered unless the sidebands are built on the ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 configuration.
In 134 Pr, the members of the two band pairs with near degeneracy are interpreted as chiral restored doublet bands [1, 4] . The other N 75 odd-odd isotones, 130 Cs, 132 La, and 136 Pm (also the lower spin portion for 134 Pr) have similar doublet bands, as shown in Fig. 2 , but which are not perfectly degenerate. The explanation that we propose for this energy displacement is related to the fact that the triaxial core deformation in these cases is not stable at g 
230
± , but perhaps more g soft, resulting in an average moment of inertia along the i axis which is reduced closer to the values along the other two axes. In this situation, R is not constrained by the above Routhian minima to the two i-axis orientations, namely, the left-and right-handed systems of differing chirality; instead, R (and hence I) can oscillate from one chiral system to the other over (or tunnel through) the lowest saddle-point barrier E b across the s-l plane (see Fig. 1 ). The related oscillation coordinate along with its canonical momentum would represent a quantum mechanical vibration, a collective chiral vibration, which produces the modest energy displacement, but retains the remnants of the chiral doublets. Such a collective chiral vibration of R between the left-and right-handed chiral systems in relation to chiral symmetry breaking would be analogous to the well studied collective octupole vibration between reflection asymmetric shapes in relation to parity symmetry breaking. This comparison is illustrated by the two mirror octupole shapes shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 .
An alternative interpretation of the excited band would be quasiparticle excitation. Since the parity is the same, the excitation must be within the h 11͞2 shell. The difference between the lowest h 11͞2 quasiparticle Routhians was calculated to be 0.75 MeV athv 0.4 MeV for both the h 11͞2 quasineutron and the h 11͞2 quasiproton; this is consistent with observed properties of the h 11͞2 bands in the odd-A neighboring nuclei. This energy is more than twice the experimental difference between the doublet bands; the smaller difference suggests a collective excitation. A g vibration [9] coupled to the yrast band can be ruled out as an alternative because in this region the g-vibration energies are $0.60 MeV. Hence, the interpretation as a collective chiral vibration appears to be the most convincing, although small admixtures of these two alternatives are possible.
We have carried out microscopic 3D TAC calculations for the ph 11͞2 nh 11͞2 configuration in the N 75 isotone chain for Z 55, 57, 59, 61, 63. The 3D TAC model, described in Refs. [4, 10] , was used; it is based on a hybrid potential, where the spherical part is Woods-Saxon and the deformed part is modified harmonic oscillator. The pairing gaps D p and D n were fixed to 80% of the experimental even-odd mass difference, and the chemical potential was made to reproduce the particle number at v 0 and kept constant. The calculations are the same as in Ref. [4] . Full self-consistency with respect to the tilt angles q , w and deformation parameters´, g was reached forhv 0.35 MeV. These values of´, g were then used for the other frequencies (0.20 to 0.45 MeV in steps of 50 keV), where only q , w were determined; studies showed that , g depend only weakly on v.
The results of these 3D TAC calculations as a function of Z are collected in Table I According to these N 75 calculations, chiral solutions are the most pronounced for Z 59 and 61 and disappear for Z less than 55 and greater than 63. For such a limited Z region, the best chiral characteristics should be manifest in the center with the surrounding transitional nuclei showing soft precursor vibrational modes. Such a scenario correlates well with the observation that the doublet bands are nearly degenerate for Z 59. The experimental sidebands, as shown in Fig. 3 
136 Pm, but with the latter three having energy displacements between the doublet bands. We interpret the doublet bands in the neighborhood of 134 Pr as soft chiral vibrations, with the related chiral vibrational energy being responsible for the modest energy displacement.
In summary, the systematic appearance of similar lowlying doublet bands of the same parity in the N 75 isotones with near degeneracy in 134 Pr makes it likely that a small island of chiral rotation has been found which is surrounded by shores of soft chiral vibrations as is the case for other islands of broken symmetries, such as with quadrupole deformation, octupole deformation, and now rotational chirality. If the chiral doublet interpretation is correct, this would be the first direct evidence for stable triaxial shapes in nuclei. Clearly it would be interesting to study the neighboring isotone chains. 
